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In past grant cycles, the SRFB Technical Panel has evaluated individual projects submitted by lead entities to the Board for funding. The Panel provided a high, medium or low rating for each project’s anticipated benefits to salmon and the certainty that those benefits would be achieved. The SRFB used these ratings in deciding how much funding to apply to each lead entity list and whether to remove from consideration projects that the Panel rated as low.

Using the Technical Panel’s ratings to help decide how much funding to apply to each lead entity list worked well in the first three grant cycles when there was adequate funding for all of the highly ranked and highly rated projects. In the fourth round, however, there were insufficient funds for all of the highly ranked projects, making it difficult to decide how much funding to apply to each lead entity list. Compounding this problem was the presence of ten highly ranked projects requesting $750,000 or more each (three of these were over a million dollars). As a result, SRFB staff was not able to find a way to recommend a fund allocation across the 26 lead entity lists that was uniformly scientifically supportable, consistent, and fair. Assuming that the quality of projects continues to improve and funding does not grow accordingly, the decision on how much funding to apply to each lead entity list will not get easier.

Other issues regarding the fourth grant round revolved around the differences in opinion between the SRFB’s Technical Panel and lead entity Technical Advisory Groups (TAGs) and Citizens Committees. In some cases these differences were the result of applying a statewide perspective in contrast to a local (watershed) perspective when judging the benefits and certainty of the project. In other cases there were nontechnical reasons that led to a project having a higher rank than its technical merits alone would support. And in some cases, lead entities believe the difference was the result of the Technical Panel not having enough information regarding the project. In the fourth round, the SRFB did not fund two number-one ranked projects and two number-two ranked projects based in part on low ratings from the Technical Panel.

As lead entities learn more about their watersheds and improve their strategies and evaluation processes, there has been a growing perception by lead entities and others that there does not need to be a duplicate technical review of projects by the SRFB. However, providing oversight and accountability for investment of its funds is a major SRFB responsibility.

**Overview of the Approach to Fifth Round Funding**

- The SRFB will shift from making funding decisions based on the evaluation of individual projects to decisions based on evaluation of the overall list of projects.
- The Board will appoint a Review Panel, composed of five technical and nontechnical members and a pool of technical advisors with expertise in a variety of areas of salmon recovery to advise the Panel.
• The Review Panel will evaluate how well each lead entity’s project list addresses the priorities and needs identified in the lead entity strategy.

• The Review Panel’s technical advisors will review individual projects to make sure they are technically sound. However, they will not otherwise rate, score, or rank projects.

• Lead entities may request to meet with Review Panel members and technical advisors in an informal setting before the lead entity submits its project list to the SRFB. This will provide an opportunity for information sharing, and for concerns and misunderstandings to be addressed early in the process.

• Thirty-five percent of the funds currently estimated for the Fifth Round will be allocated to lead entity project lists based on the following formula:
  ▶ 19% of the available funds are divided equally among the lead entities,
  ▶ 6% are allocated based on the number of salmonid river-miles and marine shoreline miles in the lead entity area,
  ▶ 8% are allocated based on the number of listed species, and
  ▶ 2% to be divided equally between project lists from lead entities that are planning and prioritizing projects across watersheds at a Salmon Recovery Region scale.

• The remaining sixty-five percent will be allocated based on evaluation of the fit of lead entity lists to the lead entity strategies.

Details of the Fifth Grant Round evaluation and allocation process follow. Answers to questions that have been asked regarding the Fifth Round process can be found in Attachment V.

Details of the Fifth Grant Round Evaluation Process

1. SRFB grant application materials and the draft Fifth Round policy manual will be available by early March 2004.

2. The SRFB will establish a Review Panel composed of a total of five technical and nontechnical members and a pool of technical advisors with expertise in a number of different project types (see Role of the Review Panel, below, for details). Early in the grant cycle lead entities may request that Review Panel members review the lead entity strategy and meet with lead entity representatives. This will help the Review Panel understand the strategies and should provide feedback to the lead entities that will be useful for this and future grant rounds. Lead entities may choose to update their strategies during winter and spring of 2004 based on the Guide to Lead Entity Strategy Development and comments from the Review Panel. However, this is optional. There is no expectation that lead entities would, or should, rewrite their strategies prior to soliciting projects for the Fifth Round. However, lead entities may want to clarify parts of their strategy or strategy summary, or choose projects in
areas where their strategy is seen to be strongest or most specific. **Each lead entity will be required to provide a summary of their strategy in the form of responses to questions addressing “essential information” in the Guide to Lead Entity Strategy Development.**

3. The Review Panel will ensure that every project recommended for funding by the Board is technically sound. Before lead entities submit their project lists to the SRFB, lead entities may request to meet with Review Panel technical advisors to review proposed projects. The technical advisors will work with lead entity TAGs and project applicants to learn about proposed projects, attempt to resolve differences of opinion, and provide applicants the opportunity to correct project deficiencies.

4. Lead entities will evaluate and rank their projects. They may use the revised definitions of benefits and certainty that were adopted by the SRFB at its February 19-20, 2004 meeting or use their own evaluation criteria to rank projects. Lead entities must submit their lists of projects, strategy, and strategy summary to the SRFB by July 16, 2004.

5. After project lists are submitted to the SRFB, the Review Panel technical advisors will conduct a final technical review of all projects. In their report to the SRFB, they will note any projects they believe have low benefit to salmon or low certainty of being successful and cannot be adequately improved (see Attachment II). The Review Panel and its technical advisors will not otherwise rate, score, or rank individual projects. Lead entities will have two weeks to respond to the draft report with clarifying information or changes to the proposed project that address the technical concerns.

6. After project lists are submitted to the SRFB, the Review Panel will evaluate each lead entity’s list of projects as a whole. The Review Panel will evaluate how well the list addresses the priorities identified in the lead entity’s strategy. The Review Panel will use a series of scored evaluation questions (Attachment III). After the Review Panel releases its draft report, lead entities will have two weeks to respond with clarifying information or changes in the proposed project list that address the concerns of the Panel. Lead entity representatives may request to meet with the Panel to discuss the results.

7. The SRFB will make the Fifth Round funding decisions at its December 2-3, 2004 meeting. The Board will use the Review Panel’s technical review of projects to decide whether to remove a project from consideration. The Board will use the allocation formula and the Review Panel’s rating of the project list to decide how much funding to allocate to each lead entity list.

This process is diagrammed in Figure 1, below. A more detailed timeline can be found in Attachment IV.
SRFB appoints a Review Panel composed of five technical and nontechnical members and a pool of technical advisors with expertise in a variety of project types.

At the request of a lead entity, the Review Panel reviews the lead entity strategy and provides feedback.

At the request of a lead entity, the Review Panel technical advisors review proposed projects and work with the lead entity TAGs and project applicants to resolve differences of opinion and correct project deficiencies.

Lead entities evaluate and rank their projects.

After project lists are submitted to the SRFB, the Review Panel technical advisors conduct a final technical review to note projects that they believe are not technically sound and cannot be adequately improved. They will not otherwise rate projects. There will be a comment period before the final report.

After project lists are submitted to the SRFB, the Review Panel evaluates how well each list addresses the priorities identified in the lead entity’s strategy. There will be a comment period before the final report.

The SRFB uses the Review Panel’s technical review of projects to decide whether to remove a project from consideration. The Board uses the allocation formula and the Review Panel’s evaluation of the project list to decide how much funding to allocate to each lead entity list.
**Marine Nearshore Projects**

The marine nearshore plays an important role in the life history of salmon. In Puget Sound and several other parts of the state, the marine nearshore portions of a lead entity area are part of a highly interconnected ecosystem that may span multiple lead entity areas.

- The SRFB will encourage all parties with interests in the marine nearshore be participants in the lead entity process.
- The SRFB will urge that all lead entities, nearshore project sponsors, and the SRFB Review Panel use the technical resources identified by the Puget Sound Nearshore Ecosystem Restoration (PSNER) Science Team.
- The Review Panel will utilize technical advisors with expertise in marine nearshore habitat and ecological processes to review the nearshore projects.
- Although the SRFB will only need a determination that a nearshore project is technically sound, the technical advisors evaluating nearshore projects will also rate them for their fit to the PSNER guidance report published earlier in 2003 and for possible future Army Corps of Engineers funding. Projects that are not funded as part of a lead entity list could be considered for funding through these other programs. This approach should not require any additional work by lead entities or project sponsors and could be useful in providing additional funding for marine nearshore projects.

**Role of the Review Panel**

There will be a Review Panel composed of a total of five technical and non-technical members plus a non-voting Team Leader. The technical members will be experts in salmon recovery with a broad range of knowledge in salmon habitat restoration and protection approaches, an understanding of watershed processes and an ecosystem approach to habitat restoration and protection, and an understanding of strategic planning. Non-technical members will have an understanding of strategic planning, natural resource issues (including salmon recovery and watershed planning), and will have experience in bridging the gap between science and policy and inclusion of the community and stakeholder interests in policy development and decision-making. They will contribute to the Review Panel an understanding of how a project list, and the ranking of projects on the list, responds to community interests and helps build community support for salmon recovery efforts.

Early in the grant cycle the Review Panel will, at the option of each lead entity, review lead entity strategies and provide feedback to the lead entities. The purpose would be to give Review Panel members an early opportunity to understand the strategies, develop a rapport with lead entity representatives, and to provide them with comments. The Review Panel would not evaluate the strategy, nor would there be an expectation that the lead entity would revise the strategy prior to soliciting projects for the Fifth Round. However, lead entities may want to clarify confusing parts of their strategy.
(including the strategy summary) or choose projects in areas where their strategy is seen to be strongest or most specific. Later in the grant cycle the Review Panel will be responsible for evaluating lead entity project lists (Attachment III).

The Review Panel will make use of a pool of technical advisors with expertise in a number of different project types (passage, nearshore, assessments, acquisition, in-stream, etc.) to undertake the technical review of proposed projects and provide technical assistance to ensure that they are scientifically sound. Prior to submittal of the projects to SRFB, and at the option of each lead entity, the Review Panel’s technical advisors will meet with lead entities and project sponsors to learn about projects, resolve differences of opinion, and provide applicants the opportunity to correct project deficiencies that otherwise would likely be of concern at the final project review stage. After their final review of projects, the technical advisors will identify any projects they believe have low benefit to salmon, a low likelihood of being successful, and/or have costs that outweigh the anticipated benefits of the project. They will not otherwise rate the benefits and certainty of the projects. See Attachments I, II, and IV for details. A project of concern will be noted to the Review Panel and SRFB but will remain on the project list submitted to the SRFB unless the lead entity decides to withdraw it.

Allocating Funds Across Lead Entity Lists

The allocation of SRFB funds to lead entity lists will be in two increments. Both increments will be distributed by the SRFB at the December 2004 meeting. The first increment will consist of between 33% and 35% of the funds currently estimated to be available for the Fifth Round. This target increment will be allocated to lead entity project lists based on the following formula:

- 19% of the available funds will be divided equally among the lead entities,
- 6% will be allocated based on the number of salmonid river-miles and marine shoreline miles in the lead entity area,
- 8% will be allocated based on the number of listed species, and
- 2% to be divided equally between project lists from lead entities that are planning and prioritizing projects across watersheds at a Salmon Recovery Region scale. Currently only the Snake and Lower Columbia lead entities meet this criterion.
This first increment of funding will be available to lead entities if there are enough eligible projects to utilize the funds (projects that the SRFB judges to be technically sound based on the recommendations of the Review Panel and its technical advisors).

The second increment—the remaining sixty-five percent—will be allocated based on evaluation of the fit of project lists to the lead entity strategies.

The distribution of the first increment (35%) of SRFB funds across lead entity lists is shown in Table 1 and Figure 2. The table assumes an approximate total funding level for the Fifth Grant Round of $26,000,000. This amount could change as better funding estimates become available later in 2004.
Table I
Targeted First Increment of SRFB Funds (35%) Allocated Across Lead Entity Lists

Based on an Estimated Total Amount Available of $26,000,000

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Lead Entity</th>
<th>Equal Amount</th>
<th>Regional Prioritization</th>
<th>Sal. River-Miles+ Shoreline Miles*</th>
<th># of ESA Species</th>
<th>Amount</th>
<th>Total First Increment</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Chelan</td>
<td>190,000</td>
<td></td>
<td>2,595.3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>42,947</td>
<td>$336,947</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Foster Creek</td>
<td>190,000</td>
<td></td>
<td>534.7</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>8,849</td>
<td>302,849</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grays Harbor County</td>
<td>190,000</td>
<td></td>
<td>10,856.9</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>179,658</td>
<td>404,325</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hood Canal C.C.</td>
<td>190,000</td>
<td></td>
<td>2,467.5</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>40,832</td>
<td>334,832</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Island County</td>
<td>190,000</td>
<td></td>
<td>271.2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>4,487</td>
<td>263,820</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>King County 8</td>
<td>190,000</td>
<td></td>
<td>1,771.1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>29,309</td>
<td>288,642</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>King County 9</td>
<td>190,000</td>
<td></td>
<td>1,677.6</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>27,761</td>
<td>287,094</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kitsap County</td>
<td>190,000</td>
<td></td>
<td>778.8</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>12,888</td>
<td>272,221</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Klickitat County</td>
<td>190,000</td>
<td></td>
<td>1,818.4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>30,091</td>
<td>358,757</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lower Columbia FRB</td>
<td>190,000</td>
<td></td>
<td>12,177.3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>201,509</td>
<td>790,176</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mason CD</td>
<td>190,000</td>
<td></td>
<td>536.8</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>8,883</td>
<td>268,217</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nisqually</td>
<td>190,000</td>
<td></td>
<td>3,626.8</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>60,016</td>
<td>319,350</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>North Olympic Peninsula</td>
<td>190,000</td>
<td></td>
<td>8,051.1</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>133,229</td>
<td>461,896</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Okanogan</td>
<td>190,000</td>
<td></td>
<td>2,238.2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>37,037</td>
<td>331,037</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pacific County</td>
<td>190,000</td>
<td></td>
<td>5,131.1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>91,229</td>
<td>315,896</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pend Oreille CD</td>
<td>190,000</td>
<td></td>
<td>298.7</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4,943</td>
<td>229,610</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pierce County</td>
<td>190,000</td>
<td></td>
<td>4,716.7</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>78,052</td>
<td>337,385</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quinault Nation</td>
<td>190,000</td>
<td></td>
<td>2,846.7</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>47,107</td>
<td>271,774</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>San Juan CD</td>
<td>190,000</td>
<td></td>
<td>390.3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>6,459</td>
<td>265,792</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Skagit Watershed Council</td>
<td>190,000</td>
<td></td>
<td>6,998.6</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>115,813</td>
<td>375,146</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Snake River</td>
<td>190,000</td>
<td></td>
<td>3,772.3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>62,424</td>
<td>651,090</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Snohomish County</td>
<td>190,000</td>
<td></td>
<td>6,104.5</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>101,016</td>
<td>360,350</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stillaguamish</td>
<td>190,000</td>
<td></td>
<td>3,112.1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>51,499</td>
<td>310,833</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thurston CD</td>
<td>190,000</td>
<td></td>
<td>622.1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>10,295</td>
<td>269,629</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Whatcom County</td>
<td>190,000</td>
<td></td>
<td>4,451.8</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>73,668</td>
<td>333,001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yakima</td>
<td>190,000</td>
<td></td>
<td>6,042.9</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>99,998</td>
<td>359,331</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td><strong>$4,940,000</strong></td>
<td><strong>$520,000</strong></td>
<td><strong>94,271.9</strong></td>
<td><strong>$1,560,000</strong></td>
<td><strong>$2,080,000</strong></td>
<td><strong>$9,100,000</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Note: Data on salmonid river-miles and marine shoreline miles will be updated and verified before use in allocation.
Figure 2. Distribution of Estimated First Increment of SRFB Funds

Estimated Allocation
Allocation of Funds Based on a Lead Entity List’s “Fit to Strategy”

Sixty-five percent of the funds available for the Fifth Grant Round will be distributed by the SRFB based on how well each lead entity’s list of projects addresses the needs and priorities identified in the lead entity strategy. The SRFB will review the project lists, lead entity strategy summaries, reports from the Review Panel and its technical advisors, staff reports, and public comments (including public testimony at the funding meeting).

The report from the Review Panel will include the Panel’s evaluation of each lead entity list’s fit to the strategy. The Review Panel will evaluate the “fit to strategy,” and the strategy’s “specificity” using a series of evaluation questions (Attachment III). The report will also include recommendations from the Panel’s technical advisors regarding projects they believe are not technically sound and cannot be improved for this funding cycle.

Restoration Definition

The grant funds appropriated to the Salmon Recovery Funding Board in the 2003-05 Capital Budget (federal plus state funds) are subject to the following conditions and limitations established by the Legislature: (Sec. 369, SSB 5401):

1. "$23,187,500 of the appropriation is provided for grants for restoration projects.

2. The remainder of the appropriation is provided solely for grants for salmon recovery efforts. These grants shall include a grant to any regional recovery board established in the Revised Code of Washington and may include grants for additional restoration projects.”

In addition to the six types of restoration projects defined in SRFB policy (Manual 18), the Board will consider the restoration portion of a combination project to be a restoration cost. The Board will consider assessment costs to be restoration costs only if they are site-specific designs or feasibility studies that will lead directly to one or more of these six categories of restoration projects. Acquisition costs and costs for other types of assessments will be considered “non-restoration.”

Accommodating the Restoration Minimum

The 2003-05 Capital Budget requires the SRFB to spend a minimum of $23,187,500 of the Board’s biennial appropriation on restoration projects. Using the current assumption of $26,000,000 available for the Fifth Grant Round, this would leave $2,812,500 available for non-restoration projects (acquisition and assessments) and programs and activities funded outside the lead entity process. Federal FY05 funds may increase the amount available for non-restoration projects although it is unlikely this will be known before the completion of the Fifth Round on December 3, 2004.
The SRFB strongly urges lead entities to continue to submit assessment and acquisition projects if these projects address high priorities in the lead entity strategy. Lead entities should not modify their strategies or their mix of high priority projects based on a potential funding limitation from this particular fund source (SRFB funds). The Review Panel will evaluate the fit of the entire project list to the lead entity strategy regardless of the potential scarcity of funds for non-restoration projects.

The total allocation of funds to each lead entity list will not be affected by the limit on funds for non-restoration projects. If there are insufficient funds for acquisition and assessment projects that otherwise would have been funded by the allocation to lead entities’ lists, the Board will decide on the funding of these projects through a separate process. If a lead entity list does not receive enough non-restoration funding for non-restoration projects that otherwise would have been funded, the allocation will be moved down the list to fund additional restoration projects.

The Board will delay making a decision on this issue until late spring or early summer. At that time there will be more information about the amount of funding available for the Fifth Round for non-restoration projects. The amount available will depend on Federal FY04 funding, uncommitted reappropriations from previous grant cycles, first glimpses of the FFY05 budget, and changes resulting from the 2004 Legislature.

If Additional Funds Become Available

The state and federal funding estimated to be available for Fifth Round grants, approximately $26,000,000, does not take into consideration a possible Federal appropriation in FFY 05. It is possible, but not probable, that the level of federal funding for FFY 05 will be known before the December 2004 SRFB meeting.

If the amount of FFY 05 funding is known before the December meeting, the Board could add the additional funding to the total Fifth Round amount, add it to the amount allocated based on “fit to strategy,” or set the funding aside for the Sixth Grant Round.

The Board will postpone deciding how to use FFY05 funds until the FFY05 budget begins to take shape.

Limits on Grant Size (“Caps”)

The Board decided not to place limits (“caps”) on the amount of a SRFB grant award.
Attachment I
Composition and Deployment of the Review Panel Technical Advisors

The Review Panel will utilize a pool of technical advisors to help ensure that every project funded by the Salmon Recovery Funding Board is technically sound. Prior to submittal of the projects to the SRFB, technical advisors will, at the request of the lead entity, meet with lead entity representatives and project sponsors to learn about projects, identify projects of concern, attempt to resolve differences of opinion, and provide applicants the opportunity to correct project deficiencies. After the July submittal of the projects to SRFB, the Review Panel’s technical advisors will conduct a final review of projects and note any they believe have low benefit to salmon, a low likelihood of being successful, and/or have costs that outweigh the anticipated benefits of the project.

1 These projects will remain on the project lists evaluated by the Review Panel and forwarded to the SRFB unless the lead entity decides to withdraw them. Only the SRFB has the authority to remove a project from the lead entity list.

The technical advisors to the Review Panel will have expertise in one or more of the following areas:

- Fish passage projects
- Acquisition projects
- Assessments
- Marine nearshore projects
- Instream projects
- Riparian projects
- Upland restoration projects

As in the Fourth Grant Round, lead entities may invite Review Panel technical advisors to their area at any time during the lead entity’s evaluation process. A team of technical advisors may attend TAG meetings, make site visits to some or all proposed projects, and meet with project applicants. The team will consist of at least two members, based on the project types being reviewed. The team will provide the lead entity with written comments after the visit. The project applicants or lead entity must have entered project information in PRISM or provided a letter of intent summarizing the project two weeks prior to the visit to give the technical advisors written information about projects they will be reviewing.

After submission of projects to the SRFB, the Review Panel technical advisors will meet for a final review of all projects and to make a final decision whether to note projects of concern for the Review Panel and SRFB. Emphasis will be placed on reviewing projects of concern identified during the lead entity visits. After release of the draft report, lead entities will have two weeks to respond in order to provide additional information or to make changes in projects in order to address the technical advisors’ concerns.
Attachment II

Technical Review and Evaluation of Projects

To help ensure that every project funded by the Salmon Recovery Funding Board is technically sound the Review Panel’s technical advisors will note for the Review Panel and SRFB any projects they believe have low benefit to salmon, a low likelihood of being successful, and/or have costs that outweigh the anticipated benefits of the project\(^2\). The technical advisors will not otherwise rate, score, or rank projects. The Review Panel technical members will take into account that at the time of application to the SRFB, some restoration projects will not have been completely designed and some acquisition projects may not have specific parcels identified. It is expected that projects will follow BMPs, when available, and will meet any state and federal permitting requirements.

Proposed Criteria

For restoration and protection projects, the technical advisors will advise the Review Panel that a project is not technically sound and cannot be significantly improved if:

- It is unclear there is a problem to salmonids the project is addressing.
- Information provided, or current understanding of the system, is not sufficient to determine the need for, or the benefit of, the project.
- The project is dependent on other key conditions or processes being addressed first.
- The project has a high cost relative to the anticipated benefits and the project sponsor and lead entity have failed to justify the costs.
- The project does not account for the conditions or processes in the watershed.
- The project may be in wrong sequence with other habitat protection, assessments or restoration actions in the watershed.
- The project uses a technique that has not been considered to be successful in the past.
- It is unclear how the project will achieve its stated objectives.
- It is unlikely that the project will achieve its stated objective.
- There is low potential for threat to habitat conditions if the protection project is not completed.
- The project design is not adequate or the project is improperly sited.
- The stewardship plan is insufficient or there is inadequate commitment to stewardship and maintenance of the project and this would likely jeopardize the project’s success.

\(^2\) These projects will remain on the project lists evaluated by the Review Panel and forwards to the SRFB unless the lead entity decides to withdraw them. Only the SRFB has the authority to remove a project from the lead entity list.
In addition to applying the above criteria, the technical advisors will also advise the Review Panel if they believe the project has not been shown to address an important habitat condition or watershed process in the area or if the project’s main focus is to support other needs such as general education, property protection or water supply.

For assessment projects, the project will be red-flagged by the technical advisors if:

- It is not clear there is a problem to salmonids the project is addressing.
- The project does not address an information need important to understanding the watershed, is not directly relevant to project development or sequencing, and will not clearly lead to beneficial projects.
- The methodology does not appear to be appropriate to meet the goals and objectives of the project.
- The project has a high cost relative to the anticipated benefits.
- The assessment does not account for the conditions or processes in the watershed, or may be in the wrong sequence with other habitat assessment or restoration activities.
- The assessment uses a technique that has not been proven successful in past applications.
- There are significant constraints to the implementation of high priority project(s) following completion of the assessment.
- It is unclear how the assessment will achieve its stated objectives.
- It is unlikely that the assessment will achieve its stated objective.

In addition to applying the above criteria, the technical advisors will also advise the Review Panel if they believe the project minimally addresses a limiting life history stage or habitat type that limits salmon productivity or its main focus is to support other needs such as general education, property protection, or water supply.
Attachment III
Evaluation Criteria for “Specificity of Strategy” and “Fit to Strategy”

The SRFB’s Review Panel will evaluate how well each lead entity’s list of projects addresses the priorities identified in the lead entity’s strategy. To accomplish this the Review Panel use a series of scored evaluation questions.

The SRFB agreed that it would be inappropriate to evaluate the overall quality of lead entity strategies for the Fifth Grant Round since there has been too little time for lead entities to react to the comments from the Fourth Round Technical Panel and the new Guide to Lead Entity Strategy Development. However, it is difficult to evaluate how well a lead entity’s list of projects addresses the priorities identified in the lead entity’s strategy if the strategy is vague, nonspecific, or lacks focus. Therefore, the Review Panel will evaluate the specificity and focus of strategies.

Specificity and Focus of Strategy

The Review Panel’s evaluation of the specificity and focus of a strategy will be performed in four categories: species, habitat features and watershed processes, actions and geographic areas, and community issues. These areas are based on the Guide to Lead Entity Strategy Development. For each of the four categories the Review Panel will rate the strategy excellent, good, fair, or poor.

Species and stocks

The Review Panel will consider:

- Does the strategy clearly identify all of the stocks in the WRIA(s) comprising the lead entity area?
- Is the status of each stock presented?
- Are one or more stocks prioritized for habitat restoration and/or protection actions?
- Is there a clear and supportable rationale for establishing these priorities?
- Do the project ranking criteria reflect the priorities?

In an excellent strategy: The strategy clearly identifies all salmonid species and stocks in the lead entity area, and the status of each stock; one or more stocks are prioritized;

---

4 “Stock” is a salmonid subpopulation as designated in the Salmon and Steelhead Stock Inventory. Alternatively, lead entities may choose the term “population” as used by NOAA-Fisheries.
5 This means that the lead entity has identified one or several species or stocks as the highest priority for habitat protection and/or restoration actions. Lead entities are not expected to prioritize one listed species or stock over another, although they may want to prioritize one listed stock of the same species over another if NOAA-Fisheries or USFWS recovery documents have identified high priority populations for their area. A lead entity may also choose to prioritize unlisted species and stocks. If a lead entity
there is a clear and supportable rationale is presented to justify the priorities; and the project ranking criteria\(^6\) reflect these priorities.

**Habitat features and watershed processes**

The Review Panel will consider:

- Does the strategy clearly identify watershed processes (i.e., habitat forming processes) that are limiting factors for prioritized stocks?
- Does the strategy clearly identify habitat features (i.e., habitat conditions) that are limiting factors for prioritized stocks?
- Does the strategy prioritize limiting watershed processes?
- Does the strategy prioritize limiting habitat features?
- Is there a clear and supportable rationale for establishing these priorities?
- Do the project ranking criteria reflect the above priorities?

In an *excellent* strategy: The strategy clearly identifies limiting habitat features and watershed processes and prioritizes these habitat features and watershed processes for the benefit of priority species and stocks; there is a clear and supportable rationale for these priorities; and the lead entity’s ranking criteria reflect these priorities.

**Actions and geographic areas**

The Review Panel will consider:

- Does the strategy clearly identify specific actions for restoration and/or protection of targeted habitat features and watershed processes?
- Does the strategy prioritize actions for restoration and/or protection of targeted habitat features and watershed processes?
- Does the strategy identify specific geographic areas associated with prioritized actions?
- Is there a clear and supportable rationale for establishing these priorities?
- Do the project ranking criteria reflect these priorities?

In an *excellent* strategy: The strategy clearly identifies and prioritizes specific actions and geographic areas for the benefit of priority species and stocks; there is a clear and supportable rationale for these priorities; and the project ranking criteria reflect these priorities\(^7\).

---

\(^6\) The Review Panel will expect that the ranking criteria used by the lead entity will be part of the lead entity strategy or will be submitted with the strategy.

\(^7\) Not all priority actions need to translate into priority areas of the watershed but all priority areas should have priority actions. See the *Guide to Lead Entity Strategy Development.*
Community issues

Lead entity citizens committees often consider non-technical issues when evaluating and prioritizing projects. Projects may be ranked higher by the committee because of strong community support or because the project may be useful in helping build future community support, or if there are benefits to the community in addition to those for salmon. How the consideration of community values and community support might be addressed in a lead entity strategy is discussed in detail in the Guide to Lead Entity Strategy Development.

If community issues are taken into consideration by a lead entity in evaluating and ranking projects, the issues being considered should be identified and justified in the lead entity strategy. If not, the strategy should at least provide for an effective process to evaluate and weigh community issues as they arise.

If community issues were taken into consideration by a lead entity in evaluating and ranking projects, the Review Panel will evaluate the specificity and focus of the strategy in this area.

The Review Panel will consider:

- Does the strategy clearly identify community issues and concerns regarding salmon habitat protection and restoration?
- Does the strategy propose specific actions for building or maintaining community support for salmon protection and restoration efforts? For the highest biological priority actions and areas?
- Does the strategy prioritize these actions?
- Does the strategy articulate what community values will be taken into consideration in evaluating and ranking projects?
- Is there a clear and supportable rationale for establishing these priorities?
- Do the project ranking criteria reflect the priorities?
- Does the strategy provide for an effective process for evaluating and weighing community values and taking these values into consideration when developing and prioritizing project lists?

In an excellent strategy: The strategy provides for an effective process for evaluating and weighing community values and taking these values into consideration when developing and prioritizing project lists; proposes specific actions for building or maintaining community support for highest biological priority actions and areas; lists community values that will be taken into consideration in project evaluation and ranking; and the project evaluation criteria reflect these priorities and values.

---

8 "Community values" include social, cultural, economic and political values. Examples include values, attitudes, and beliefs regarding the role of government, private property rights, land use planning and regulation, economic use of land, and the value of endangered species.

9 "Community support" could mean willing landowner(s), support by elected officials, a supportive economic sector (e.g. agriculture, forestry, and tourism), or support from other people or entities affected by proposed actions.
Fit of the Project List to the Strategy

The Review Panel's evaluation of the fit of the lead entity list of projects to the lead entity strategy will be performed using two categories: priority actions and areas, and project ranking. These areas are based on the *Guide to Lead Entity Strategy Development*. For each of the evaluation categories, the Review Panel will rate the strategy *excellent*, *good*, *fair*, or *poor*.

**Actions and geographic areas**

The Review Panel will consider:

- The extent the project list addresses the highest priority action and areas, and
- The extent that those actions and areas benefit the highest priority stocks, limiting watershed processes, and limiting habitat features.

In an *excellent* strategy: The entire project list addresses the highest priority actions and areas\(^{10}\), benefiting the highest priority stocks and the highest priority habitat features and watershed processes.

**Fit of project ranking**

The Review Panel will consider the extent the rank *order* of the project list addresses the highest priority:

- Stocks
- Limiting watershed processes
- Limiting habitat features
- Actions
- Geographic areas
- Community interests

In an *excellent* strategy: The rank *order* of the entire list of projects fits the priorities (stocks, habitat features, watershed processes, actions, geographic areas, community issues) presented in the strategy. That is, the highest ranked projects fit the highest priorities identified in the strategy and, if there are projects that address lower priorities in the strategy, they are lower in the list.

\(^{10}\) Not all priority actions need to translate into priority areas of the watershed but all priority areas should have priority actions. See the *Guide to Lead Entity Strategy Development*. 
Attachment IV
Fifth Grant Round Timeline

SRFB
- Final decisions on allocation approach
- Application workshops

Review Panel (RP)
- Meet with LEs to discuss strategy
- Technical advisors meet with LEs to review projects
- LEs presentation of strategy and list to RP.
- Evaluation of lists’ “fit to strategy”
- Final technical review of projects

Lead Entities (LEs)
- May choose to revise strategies per Guide and optional meeting with RP
- May meet with RP to discuss strategy and TAs to review projects
- Rank projects
- Submit list and strategy to SRFB
- Present project lists and strategy to RP

Applicants
- May meet with LE & TAs to review projects
- Develop proposals and submit to LE

Note: The arrows indicate specific dates to be set by the SRFB. The first of the double arrows indicates the date when the Review Panel or Technical Advisors release their draft report. The second arrow indicates when they would receive comments from lead entities. Dates will be set in early 2004.
Attachment V

Questions and Answers Regarding the Fifth Grant Round

1. How much money is available for Fifth Round grants?
   
   The current estimate is $26,000,000. This could decrease slightly or could increase if there is funding for the SRFB in the Federal FY05 budget and it is known in time for the Fifth Round.

2. With most of the Fifth Round funds potentially restricted to restoration projects, will this reduce the amount of funds available for my list of projects? Should I revise my strategy? Change my mix of projects?
   
   The Review Panel will evaluate the fit of the entire project list to the lead entity strategy regardless of the potential scarcity of funds for non-restoration projects. The SRFB strongly urges that lead entities continue to submit acquisition and assessment projects if these projects are important to address high priorities in the lead entity strategy. Lead entities should not modify their strategies or their mix and rank of high priority projects based on a potential funding limitation from this particular source (SRFB). The total allocation to each lead entity list will not be affected unless there are insufficient eligible projects to use the allocation. However, lead entities with mostly acquisition and assessment projects may also want to submit restoration projects in the event that there are insufficient non-restoration funds available.

3. Are lead entities required to meet with the Review Panel early in the Fifth Round to discuss their strategies?
   
   No. However, the SRFB is offering this opportunity to lead entities and believes it is important. It would give Review Panel members an early opportunity to understand the strategies, ask questions, and to provide lead entities with comments. There would not be an expectation or requirement that the lead entity would revise the strategy prior to soliciting projects for the Fifth Round. However, lead entities may want to clarify confusing parts of their strategy or choose projects in areas where their strategy is seen to be strongest or most specific.

4. Are lead entities required to meet with the Review Panel’s technical advisors early in the Fifth Round to discuss proposed projects?
   
   No. However, the SRFB believes this is also an important opportunity for lead entities and project applicants. It gives the Review Panel technical advisors a chance to learn about the proposed projects, identify areas of concern, attempt to resolve differences of opinion, and provide applicants the opportunity to correct project deficiencies. Lead entities may invite Review Panel technical advisors to their area at any time during the lead entity’s evaluation process. Technical advisors may attend TAG meetings, make site visits to some or all proposed projects, and meet with project sponsors.
5. Do the new Guide to Lead Entity Strategy Development and this new approach to allocating SRFB funds mean I have to change my strategy?

The Board recognizes that there is not time to do this for the Fifth Round (see question 3) although this may be a good time to begin revising strategies for the Sixth Round and for integration into regional recovery plans. However, to provide the SRFB with information on strategies in a consistent manner, the Board is asking each lead entity to submit a summary of their strategy in the form specified on page 3 of the Guide. Lead entities do not need to restructure their strategies to provide this information.

6. Does “targeting species” and “prioritizing stocks” mean I can’t use a multi-species approach or that I can’t target all of the species or stocks in my watershed(s)?

No. It means that a strategy should be clear about what species and stocks are being targeted for restoration and protection actions and what the rationale is for that decision. Lead entities are not expected to prioritize one listed species over another. They may want to prioritize one listed population over another population of the same species if there is direction from NOAA-Fisheries regarding priority populations. If there are a number of unlisted stocks within a lead entity area, lead entities may choose to designate which ones have the highest priority for restoration or protection actions. When a lead entity strategy adopts a multispecies approach, it is important that the species are identified in the strategy along with the rationale for selecting them.

7. Is each lead entity’s portion of the first increment of SRFB funding (the 35%) guaranteed? Would I benefit by taking this into consideration when I rank my list of projects?

This targeted first increment of SRFB funding will be available to lead entities only if there are enough eligible projects to utilize the funds (projects that the SRFB judges to be technically sound based on the recommendation of the Review Panel and its technical advisors). Lead entities should rank all projects according to priorities established in their strategies. When the Review Panel evaluates how well a project list fits a lead entity strategy it will take into consideration the entire list, not just the portion in the second increment of funding. If the rank order of the list does not reflect the priorities in the lead entity strategy, the lead entity will lose points in this part of the evaluation and could receive a smaller portion of the second funding increment.

8. Is there an advantage to moving a lower ranked project higher on my list so it will get funded in the first increment?

The Board strongly urges that the rank order of a lead entity’s list truly reflect the priorities identified in the lead entity’s strategy. If a lead entity places a lower priority project at the top of the list, it will reduce the number of points for “Fit of Project Ranking” and thus reduce the amount of funding received in the second increment.
9. Why is there a bias for listed species? Isn’t it important to keep unlisted species from becoming listed?

Statutes governing the SRFB and restrictions on federal funding require the Board to give priority to listed species. The Board will address this requirement in the allocation of the first increment of grant funds, where 8% of the total funding available will be allocated based on the number of listed species. The remainder of the SRFB funds will be awarded based on other factors. It is possible, however, that requirements for Federal FY04 funds, predicted to be approved by Congress in mid- or late December, may have additional requirements regarding listed species.

10. There seems to be two layers of review by the SRFB. Is this getting more complicated?

Evaluating how well a list of projects addresses the priorities in a lead entity strategy takes a very different set of skills, knowledge, and expertise than does evaluating the technical aspects of individual projects. The SRFB decided to establish a Review Panel with the qualifications necessary to evaluate the fit of a project list to the lead entity strategy (see page 6). The Panel will use a pool of technical advisors with expertise in specific project types to advise the Panel and SRFB on the technical aspects of projects. The new process incorporates a number of elements requested by lead entities. The goal is to put the Review Panel and its advisors in more of a collaborative role, reduce misunderstandings, and give lead entities and project applicants an opportunity to make changes before the formal evaluation phase.

11. What is left for the SRFB to decide for the Fifth Round?

There are several issues remaining for the Board to decide. Comments on the issues below are welcome at any time. As options and recommendations are developed, they will be circulated for additional comments.

- If, as a result of the state budget requirement that $23.2 million of SRFB funds be spent on restoration projects, there are insufficient funds for high ranked acquisition and assessment projects, how will the Board decide which ones to fund (page 10)?

- How will the Board award Federal FY05 funds if they become available in time for the Fifth Round (page 11)?